Case No.: I2006-036056  Date/Time: 12/24/2006 2:06:00 PM
Location: WITHERSPOON HALL, PRINCETON, NJ
Classification: CRIMINAL MISCHIEF

Narrative:
RP, A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY STUDENT, REPORTED DAMAGE TO A CLUB GOLF CART PARKED OUTSIDE A DORMITORY. UNIT DISPATCHED. INVESTIGATION CONFIRMED THE DAMAGED CART. DPS ALSO DISCOVERED OTHER DAMAGE TO THE BUILDING INCLUDING BROKEN LIGHT FIXTURES, A BROKEN EXIT SIGN AND A BROKEN WINDOW. UNIVERSITY ELECTRICIANS RESPONDED AND MADE ELECTRICAL REPAIRS. REPORT FILED; INVESTIGATION TO CONTINUE.

Case No.: I2006-036065  Date/Time: 12/24/2006 6:18:00 PM
Location: MCCARTER THEATRE, PRINCETON, NJ
Classification: INJURY

Narrative:
RP, A MCCARTER THEATER STAFF MEMBER, REPORTED AN ELDERLY INDIVIDUAL FELL DOWN A FLIGHT OF STAIRS AND WAS UNCONSCIOUS. UNITS DISPATCHED. PFARS RESPONDED AND TRANSPORTED THE INDIVIDUAL TO CAPITAL HEALTH SYSTEMS AT FULD. REPORT FILED; CASE REFERRED.